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James Basson, ‘The M&G Garden’, winner of the RHS Chelsea Flower Show 2017. In 

watercolour. From Royal Horticulture Society, ‘The M&G Garden. 
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Editorial 

 

Aaron Aquilina, Jeffrey Micallef 

 

Lancaster University, University of Malta 

 

This issue, an exploration of the relationship between Malta and the arts, is a markedly 

different one from antae’s past publications. Not only is this our first double-issue, owing 

mainly to the number of contributions presented here, but this is also the first issue to have 

invited solely local submissions as opposed to our standard call for papers, which is typically 

circulated internationally.  

The reasons for this decision were manifold, but were principally driven by that tired claim 

that there is neither creative nor critical thought to be found within the islands’ shores, or at 

least nothing of considerable quality that can match what is produced elsewhere. While the 

reasoning behind this line of thinking is severely complex—where to unravel it would mean 

delving into historical, political, economic, social, and psychological aspects, often with 

incommensurable nuances—such a claim is undoubtedly challenged by the interviews, 

poetry, prose, and academic articles published here. The authors here thinking of Malta, its 

people and its arts, whether overtly so or in more subtle tones, demonstrate both critical 

thought and some of its most palpable products: critically informed writing, and writing that 

in turn challenges critical thought itself.   

It is difficult, however, to group the authors here as “Maltese”. Some have lived here their 

entire lives, others have spent years abroad; some have direct relatives that are not Maltese, 

or are themselves, despite living here, not Maltese at all. Some surnames evidence lineage or 

nationality more quickly than others, the latter hiding away words that signified different 

things in other languages, cultures, and countries. One obvious problem of dedicating an 

issue to Malta and the arts, then, is that not only does one struggle to define “the arts”, but 

Malta and the idea of “Maltese-ness” itself. The island’s very geography is difficult to 

outline—what is Malta, for instance, now missing the Azure Window, or before that losing a 

sizeable area of Filfla which ‘the Royal Navy [had] used […] for gunnery practice’?1 Such 

questions, superficial as they might seem, are not at all disparate from the conceptual 

topography at hand here, as perhaps evidenced by the different legislatures that divide the 

islands’ surrounding sea (Malta’s territorial sea, contiguous zone, and exclusive fishing zone 

all measure different nautical miles; how far outwards does Malta extend?).2 On land, these 

problems are not provided safe harbour. Not only are governmental and private jurisdictions, 

for example, continually being challenged or redrawn (the controversial pushback to and re-

erection of fences on Manoel Island may come to mind here), but we ourselves are repeatedly 

                                                           
1 Dennis Angelo Castillo, The Maltese Cross: A Strategic History of Malta (Westport, CT: Praeger Security 

International, 2006), p. 137. 
2 See, for instance, the document on Malta on ‘Exploring the potential of maritime spatial planning in the 

Mediterranean Sea’, European Commission—Maritime Affairs, (1 February 2011). 

<https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/documentation/studies/study_msp_med_en>. [Accessed 9 October 2017]. 

https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/documentation/studies/study_msp_med_en
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made to question our origins and identity, our globalism and our borders, measuring our 

“Maltese-ness” by a list of national characteristics that at times seems both too rigid and 

simultaneously grossly unfounded or incomplete. 

With this brief contextualisation in mind, it is no wonder that questions as to the nature (and 

nurture) of Maltese art are never far behind. What is the Maltese individual to make, for 

instance, of an artistic garden installation inspired by Maltese scenery, and indeed centred 

around Maltese limestone, but designed by a British individual (James Basson) to be 

exhibited in Chelsea? The garden is built by Crocus, one of the most popular garden centres 

in England, but with stone shipped from Malta and seeds sourced by local botanist Stephen 

Mifsud.3 Is this what can be called Maltese are, or not? If the answer is to say simply both 

Maltese and not, then one is left still with the challenge of defining what, exactly, is Maltese 

and what, exactly, is foreign. Furthermore, should one rejoice in the garden’s representation 

of the ‘rich diversity of Maltese flora’, or regret the ‘harsh environment’ it finds itself 

surrounded with?4 Does this harsh environment symbolise the opposition between man and 

nature, as James Basson intended, or does it also, perhaps, represent the difficult space 

Maltese art often finds itself occupying? 

This is, quite obviously, a question that deserves a lengthy and sensitive answer, one that 

cannot be extrapolated from the complex context outlined above (historical, political, 

economic, social, psychological). The question of Maltese art necessarily brings with it a 

questioning of its contemporary environment, and the age-old adage of “nature versus 

nurture”, as foregrounded here, proves itself a continual erosion of the foundational ideas we 

struggle to construct beneath our feet, ones of national identity, tensions both within and 

without it, and art’s ability to construct, destroy, or modulate such identifications. While we 

turn now to the contents of this issue, it is important to note that these questions that have for 

now been put to one side shall be addressed, in much more direct and probing terms, as an 

article in the journal’s next publication.5 

The present issue opens with two interviews, the first with Adrian Abela. An architect by 

training, Abela’s work is heavily-bent towards the interdisciplinary, whose projects, led by 

interests in particular materials and narratives, often include drawings, paintings, sculptures, 

videos, installations and performances. While expressing his views on Malta’s relation to the 

arts (in his words, ‘the Maltese general public has not been given an education in the arts, and 

now we are trying to make up for lost time’), Abela discusses his own intriguing projects, as 

varied in scope as they are in critical dialogue—projects on ageing, sea urchin exoskeletons, 

immigration—the aim of which being to create ‘a coherent dialogue between these 

independent elements, and thus presenting them as a whole’. The second interview, with ex-

                                                           
3 See Stephen Lacey, ‘“It's not supposed to be pretty”: an in-depth look at RHS Chelsea's Best Show Garden’, 

The Telegraph, (23 May 2017).  

<http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gardening/chelsea-flower-show/not-supposed-pretty-chelsea-flower-show-garden-

modelled-maltese/> [Accessed 9 October 2017]. 
4 ‘RHS Chelsea Flower Show’, Royal Horticultural Society. <https://www.rhs.org.uk/shows-events/rhs-chelsea-

flower-show/News/2017/show-gardens>. [Accessed 9 October 2017]. 
5 The following issue, dedicated to the theme of ‘Placing, Spacing, and Displacing’, will be published early 

2018. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gardening/chelsea-flower-show/not-supposed-pretty-chelsea-flower-show-garden-modelled-maltese/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gardening/chelsea-flower-show/not-supposed-pretty-chelsea-flower-show-garden-modelled-maltese/
https://www.rhs.org.uk/shows-events/rhs-chelsea-flower-show/News/2017/show-gardens
https://www.rhs.org.uk/shows-events/rhs-chelsea-flower-show/News/2017/show-gardens
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Prime Minister and current MEP Alfred Sant, looks at his literary output (including works 

such as Ċpar, La Bidu La Tmiem, his latest collection of short stories Western, and his recent 

cabaret Balzunetta Towers, which was performed in July of this year), as well as the wider 

context behind it. Sant discusses a broad range of topics, from his influences and writing 

process to issues of characterisation, language, and the delicate development of plot in 

relation to both Malta’s unique past as well as its present.    

These interviews are in turn followed by nine poems, written by Joseph Buttigieg and Gioele 

Galea, translated by Aaron Aquilina and Abigail Ardelle Zammit respectively (and so one 

might say, then, eighteen poems). Both Buttigieg and Galea—if parallels may be drawn 

without distortion—explore matters of the deeply personal and individual in ways that are 

consciously nude of baroque ornamentation, and both are concerned with the challenges of 

leading a spiritual life. Intriguing questions may be posed here, too: though written by 

Maltese authors, is there anything one can easily identify as Maltese in their poetic voice or 

subject? Is the “religious”—broad as that term is—something intrinsic to our national 

character, or even the perception that conceives it? 

Amber Duidenvoorden’s short story is the first of two prose pieces, and here links may once 

more be made to this idea of the inner life; the blind protagonist of her story sees nothing of 

the outside, and yet it constantly breaches her private world, as wind, as smells, and as words: 

sometimes, ‘[t]hat was all that was left. Words’. In contrast, the protagonist of Victoria-

Melita Zammit’s submission—an Irish officer in post-war Valletta—seeks answers to himself 

in the outside world. Set in a supernatural version of Strada Stretta, the reader is here placed 

in a cacophony of smells and drink, and the unfamiliar element of witchery is all the more 

strange when set against a context that has become, for the most part, both familiar and 

commodified.   

The following entry, by Karen Elizabeth Steed, is a creative-critical excerpt from an 

upcoming book to be published with Miranda, titled Malta: The Beautiful Hour (to be 

published this month). It features insightful remarks on Easter-time traditions and Maltese 

art—in particular, cases such as Valletta’s Żieme (this latter trajectory of Maltese art is 

further taken up by Nikki Petroni and Valerie Visanich). Steed similarly takes a critical look 

at the Maltese character—‘[t]he Maltese cannot be moved by tears; they’ve been through 

worse than the lacrimosa of an Italian architect’, she writes of Piano’s renovations of 

Valletta’s gate and parliament—and the excerpt is thus particularly interesting as one narrated 

through the eyes of the self-admitted outsider.  

The five academic articles that follow complement the creative production of the pieces 

above with critical dialogue. Kurt Borg’s paper reads, through the lyrics of local band 

Brodu’s debut album, the lived experience of grief. What does it mean to lose someone close 

to you? Who are you, after losing a defining relationship in your life? Drawing from the 

writings of Judith Butler and Michel Foucault primarily, Borg systematically goes through 

the album and meditates the complex nuances of friendship, self, and authorship as ways in 

which one can participate in ‘productive modes of co-existing in the world’. Following this, 

Krista Bonello Rutter Giappone’s paper looks at Malta’s stand-up scene, this through 
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repeated comparison to the UK (such as the British tradition of the panto), and which can be 

said to be ‘taking root in fits and starts’. She identifies the ways in which the local scene has 

‘outliv[ed] colonialism to develop [its] own local flavour and peculiarity’, and in exemplary 

and continuous conversation with local Maltese entertainers, explores both the challenges and 

rewards that come with pursuing this newly-opening possibility. Subsequently, Christine 

Caruana’s paper reads the art of Jesmond Vassallo, a painter, sculptor, and lithographer; 

dealing with his work processes, artistic technique, and influences (like Sant, Vassallo’s 

influences are both Maltese and not). Apart from engaging with his paintings of Mosta and 

the arduous constraints of the practice of lithography, Caruana brings to light Vassallo’s own 

thoughts on figurative work of the human body, which seems to enact not only the 

contemporary dismantling of the classical figure but also the ‘transformative de-

personalisation’ of the artist’s self-journey.  

Nikki Petroni and Valerie Visanich’s entries close the issue, with the former looking at 

Maltese twentieth-century art in relation to the modernist project as defined and determined 

by the Western canon. Against this canon of exclusion, Petroni writes of how ‘Maltese 

modern art needs to be studied and historicised on its own particular terms and resolutely 

placed within the global spectrum’, and undertakes a critique of Maltese art history as a 

whole which, with its conventional, uncontested standards and dominant readings, posits a 

conception of linear temporality that must be questioned. Through the writings of Giuseppe 

Schembri Bonaci, Vincenzo Bonello, and George Kubler on time, she examines the creation 

of Malta—and Maltese identity—through the myth-making potential of historicised art 

alongside our concept of scale.  

Visanich’s paper similarly focuses on the “peripheral” state of Malta as defined by the 

BJCEM (Biennale of Young Artists from Europe and the Mediterranean) and examines the 

complex sociological interrelations of the arts in Malta, under the scope of which is anything 

from artists’ dispositions to audience reception. After providing an overview of sociology of 

the arts, Visanich then attempts to make sense of artistic practices in Malta, paying particular 

importance, like Petroni does, to our scale (economic, geo-political, and otherwise). With 

BJCEM, the paper examines the matrices of in/dependence, national identity, and 

institutional artistic presence, locating local artists’ need to train and work abroad, their 

problematic job stability (as most Maltese artists are given only indefinite contracts), and 

their need to create successful connections with the broader artistic world beyond our shores. 

As all the above entries unanimously demonstrate, the relationship between Malta—whatever 

and wherever it is—merits lengthy exploration and generous engagement. While the next 

issue, as has been mentioned, will feature further commentary on the present contributions 

and their significations, we invite you in the meantime to think with and through the writing 

and essays presented here.   
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